Providing Professional Educational Solutions
As parents, you would agree that some of the important decisions of our life are based on our children’s education and how we can ensure that they excel in their academics. When I was hunting around for a residential property in New Jersey, one of my major concerns was the availability of good schools for my daughter. It was during a visit to my daughter’s school when I observed the cultural diversity in her classroom. It seemed that she had the entire world as her classmates. This got me thinking on how students today have a lot more interaction with students worldwide compared to the earlier generations. This early interaction with the best of the world also prepares them to be professionals in a ‘work world’ which today knows no boundaries.

This thought is what led to the creation of Telly Study and I thank my first customer for that - My Daughter. The objective was to create a virtual examination hall where children across the world can test themselves and their test scores will be rated and analyzed on a global scale.

The data bank of questions has been created by bright students and teachers and we will try to keep an open communication with you on areas to improve. Thanks for taking the time to read this note. I’ve provided my contact information below and always welcome your comments or suggestions on how we can improve.

Sincerely,

Gauthaman Thangaraju
About TellyStudy

Founded with a mission to prepare the students to excel in their studies, TellyStudy give exams to children on various subjects for making the learning easier and more interesting for them. The aim of TellyStudy is that the students should outdo at not only school level but also at state and national level. The resourceful tools of TellyStudy help a smooth segue of children from students to future professionals who have expertise in their respective areas of excellence.

Easier to comprehend yet hard to crack is the crux of the tests that TellyStudy give to the students. The analysis of the students who have taken our exam in the past help the students perform better. As a need of today’s world and future’s imperative, TellyStudy crams the students to compete on a global platform and surpass others individually.

Our evaluation strategy assists to foster the pupils in their areas of study. Our grading method and scores stimulate their acumen and offer discernment to boost up the lacking vitality. These grades’ reports keep them striving to perform better and achieve what might be otherwise quite difficult if not impossible.
Improvement in mathematics and being a math’s genius is all a challenge. We have the best computer based assessment to assess the potential of the kids in mathematics. The various levels that helps in assessing the real math’s genius within the child. The all round interest, the various problem solving skills will be enhanced in a challenging and competitive environment. It will ensure them, proper exposure to the real world puzzles and practical knots.

Math’s Wizard

The Math’s Wizard has the following features:

- Computer based, Algorithmic testing so that all possible sequences in numbers and digits.
- Efficient evaluation and grading schemes
- Infinite number of questions, generated from the powerful system.
- Level by Level progress thereby enabling constant and consistent progress.
- Grading and automated level upgradation
- Certification to successful children.
TellyStudy understand before you can trust it, TellyStudy has to prove its worth. Here TellyStudy provides you with some of the basic information regarding what Tellystudy.com does for you.

Some quick bytes about TellyStudy:

- TellyStudy give tests to students from 2nd to 12th standards in all subjects.
- The question bank is prepared with utmost care by some of the best subject teachers with a vast trail of experience in their fields.
- It serves as a complete reference guide of the concerned subject as all the facets of curriculum are covered in depth.
- Our content is among the top notch as it has been tested and tried, thus it passes all the quality standards checks.
- Students and teachers get to have the most relevant material as the content conforms to the syllabus.
- The question bank TellyStudy create comprises of both subjective and objective; hence covers every aspect of the syllabus with as many as two thousand questions.
- TellyStudy include some eye catching visual effects as pictures, images and diagram that make the content more interactive and comprehensive to apprehend.
- You have a choice of retrieving the questions as per your requirements in terms of subject, standard, chapter, primacy etc.
- How depressing it is when you don’t get any Question bank on vocational subjects like Political Science, Nutrition, Nursing etc. But TellyStudy do offer the solution for that even. TellyStudy have exhaustive guides of such subjects also.
- TellyStudy provides an answer to the question in the guide so it can be as question bank even.
Hey! All you Enthusiastic Students

Just see how studies can be an interesting activity
Just imagine the fun of being at liberty to study the subject of your own choice at your preferred time. Just sit back and read the material of your choice. When you think you have learnt enough to pass the exam just take it and see the results instantly. You are at liberty yet you feel to score better. Isn’t that great! The best of all, you are just motivated to perform better by none other than you. This means there is no explicit competition but implicitly it exists.

Read and learn from at your own convenience. It is accessible anywhere anytime. If bound by time constraint, then use offline eQuestions tool. Our resources can be used just when you need them. Depending upon your curriculum needs, TellyStudy’s platform offers a cluster of solutions via its resources including:

- Archives of ex students’ grade report
- An exhaustive resource bank
- Tests papers with more interesting features like images and diagrams

For the concerned Principals

How TellyStudy can be an aid for your students
Now just see the number of subjects being present on our site and the hours of service provided to your students. Tools that are used by TellyStudy make learning easier and faster for your students. From well researched content to assessment tests, it has everything to impart more knowledge to your student academically. Provide and equip your school with pooling resources of TellyStudy.

What TellyStudy offers you includes:

- A hierarchy of cartel
- Various grading methodologies
- Ability to provide the students with an array of course
- Automated system generated paper

Tools that are used by TellyStudy make learning easier and faster for your students.
It’s a magic of Web

You, as a teacher, can exhaust the tools of TellyStudy and see wonders in your student’s performance. TellyStudy can offer additional hours and useful resources to your students. You have an access to the combined expertise and tutoring resources within your system. Only you, as a teacher, understand what is the most essential thing to boost up the learning capacity of your students.

What TellyStudy offers you includes:

- Easy online access
- Central Repository of all students’ submissions
- A complete reference guide for all standards (2nd to 12th) and every subject
- A system generated tailor made question paper with answers to the questions

All the solicitous parents

Now be at ease for your kid’s performance

If you are anxious about your kid’s performance all the time, then TellyStudy can offer some relief to you. The exams, that TellyStudy offer, can be taken by your kid anywhere, anytime 24 x 7. You also have an access to see the assessment instantly as the system generates the score sheet at instance. There are more than 200 tests with about 150000 questions in the Q bank.

What TellyStudy can offer you as a parent:

- Online access to the Q bank and test papers
- Instant report generation
- Comparative study of the scores of ex students
- Access to choose from over 200 tests online
Why Should I go for TellyStudy

TellyStudy understands that you are the pillar of success behind your students’ performance.

For you TellyStudy comes up with:

- An exhaustive question bank
- You are at freedom to choose the chapter and design the question paper template. The system generates the question paper from a question bank of more than 100,000 questions.
- The generated question paper has both teachers copy and a student’s copy. Your copy of question paper comes with automated answers.

With TellyStudy.com you can easily:

- Design the student’s copy of question paper in the traditional manner how you used to set your test papers.
- Generate question paper dynamically
- Select the number of questions you need from each chapter
- Use pre-assigned marks of 2, 3, 5, 7 and 10 based on the type of the question
- Generate the paper with choice questions for instance ‘Answer any 3 questions from 5’
- Have an access to Teacher’s copy of test paper, with answers and images for the questions that need image, and Student’s copy without answers
- Edit the question paper online by using a HTML editor. Your contribution can be in any shape addition of questions and / or comments, removing questions or adding own questions.
- Save the system generated paper for your future references
  Save and store a hard copy of e test paper

What Technologies should my students and I know

TellyStudy is built conforming to cross platform and cross browser compatibility. You don’t need any additional plugins. Just a basic knowledge of computers would do

How do I learn more of TellyStudy

The sales staff is always at your disposal. TellyStudy will be more than happy to assist you for any kind of query.
Testimonials

TellyStudy take a humble pride in elaborating on what people have to say about us. “I cannot believe this. My son has improved a lot after this program.

Sandra Andrews (Parent, Washington)

“This might be miracle that the students of my class have shown good results after our introduction to Tellystudy.com.

James Matthews (Teacher, Bahrain)

I was searching for something that might help my daughter score TellyStudyll and finally one day I landed on Tellystudy.com. I must say ever since then I can see a constant growth in her. She scores better now. I highly recommend it to all the concerned people.

Mrs. Iyer (Parent, Karnataka, India)

“One day while surfing net I came across Tellystudy and I got a solution to my problem of helping my students score good grades. I can say I can bank on it completely.”

Ms. Naidu (Principal, Tamil Nadu, India)

“One of my colleagues told me about Tellystudy.com. He had been using it quite a while now. His students had constant a consistent performance in exams. When I asked him the secret behind the success, he revealed it to me as a solution to my problem. I opted for 2nd standard Math and it has worked so TellyStudyll that now my students feel comfortable with the subject. My sincere thanks to Tellystudy.com and my colleague, of course.

Bob D’souza (Teacher, Tamil Nadu, India)